DATE: August 14, 2019

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
BUREAU OF PRE-CONSTRUCTION
1800 HERR STREETS
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

ADDENDUM NO. 6

on

PROJECT NO. DGS C-0987-0001 PHASE 001
PROJECT TITLE - PA State Archives - New Construction State Archives and Records Center Annex

PROFESSIONAL:
Vitetta Group, Inc.
645 North 12th Street
Lemoyne, PA, 17043

If you submitted a bid through e-Builder prior to this Addendum being issued, your bid has been discarded and you must re-submit your bid(s) through e-Builder prior to the bid opening date and time. Please see Section 4.C. of the Instruction to Bidder

GENERAL CHANGES - ALL CONTRACTS

Item 1 - QUESTION: Appendix D of the RFP, Item D.2.a, states that SDB subs must perform 60 percent of their subcontract. Is the cost of materials counted towards the 60 percent, or is the 60 percent labor only?

ANSWER: Yes, if the work to install the materials is provided by the SDB.

Item 2 - QUESTION: For closed circuit cooling towers CT-1 and CT-2, Schedule Note #2 calls for copper coils. This is proprietary to the Marley MHF product. Whereas Section 236514 paragraph 2.9.1 states "Tube and Tube Sheet Materials: Prime-coated steel tube and sheet with outer surface of tube and sheet hot-dip galvanized after fabrication." What is required?

ANSWER: Proprietary selection is not intended. Galvanized coated is offered by both manufacturers listed. We will update note on the schedule.

Item 3 - QUESTION: Note #4 on Drawing E010 appears on the upper left side of riser and is referring to the exterior generator connector box "EXCCAB-2." There is another Note #4 located at the generator. Do both notes refer to the same remote connector box, or are there two?

ANSWER: They are not referring to the same connection cabinet. During design there was a second cabinet being considered by the Client Agency, which has since been removed. Keynote 4 adjacent to the generator will be removed.

Item 4 - QUESTION: There are only 8 available spaces on the list tab to enter SDB/SB contractors into and there doesn't seem to be a way to add more rows. How are we to submit the extra subcontracts for each base bid once we fill those 8 spaces? If we add additional sheets they do not tabulate on the submittal form. How do we ensure that the correct percentage is shown on the submittal form?

ANSWER: Please copy/use additional SDB & SB Participation Submittal forms. You can copy/use as many as you need. Please be sure to add them up manually on the tabulation.

Item 5 - QUESTION: Several of the spread footings along Column Line SF appear to have the SF2.5 continuous footing running immediately below them at the intersection of Col. Lines S2, S3 and S4. The spread footings at Col. Line SA at S3 and S4 appear to have the same (S3) or similar (S4) condition. Is this intentional and are the elevations correct?

ANSWER: Strip footings are intended to be located such that the bottom of footing aligns with the
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